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What is Machine Learning?
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What does “machine learning” mean?
● Machine learning is a field of computer science that gives computer systems
the ability to "learn" (i.e. progressively improve performance on a specific
task) with data, without being explicitly programmed.
● Problems:
– Supervised learning (classification & regression)
– Clustering (unsupervised learning)
– Dimensionality reduction
– Reinforcement learning
– Many others….
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Machine learning:
Algorithms learning by examples
Binary classification

Supervised learning:
● Training data – the correct label is known (signal or
background). We divide the data into two samples:
training and test.
● We find the best function f(x) which describes the
probability, that a given event belongs to the class signal.
This is done by minimizing the loss function (for example
χ2).
● Algorithms differ by: the class of function used as f(x)
(linear, non-linear etc), loss function and the way it’s
minimized.
Unsupervised learning:
● No training datasets are provided, instead the data is
clustered into different classes based on similarity.
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How to measure the performance?
The ROC curve
● ROC (Receiver Operation Characteristic) curve was first used to calibrate
radars.
● Shows the background rejection (1-εB) vs signal efficiency εB. Shows how
good the classifier is.
● The integral of ROC could be a measure of the classifier quality:
Integral(ROC) = ½ – random
Integral(ROC) = 1 - ideal
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Cuts – also could be machine learning
Optimization of cuts:
x2

● Move cuts as long as we get the
optimal signal vs. background
selection. For a given signal
efficiency we find the best
background rejection → we get the
entire ROC curve.

H1

H0

● Optimization methods:
x1

– Brute force
– Genetic algorithms
– Many others...
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Exercise 3 – event selection

Tighter cuts

Looser cuts
Selection using cuts:
●
mu_like
●
deltaPhi
●
deltaZ

Tomasz Fąs, Paweł Rokicki
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Decision trees
● Decision tree – a sequence of cuts, to each leaf we assign a class (“signal”
or “background”)

● Very simple and fast, but unstable and sensitive for small changes in data.

Solution:
● Ensemble learning – boosting, bagging, random forests...
● These procedures might by applied to any classifier, not only to trees!
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AdaBoost – ensemble of classifiers
Problem: could we improve a weak
classifier?
Answer: yes, by applying it many
times.

● Build a decision tree.
● Increase the weights of wrongly
classified events.
● Repeat many times (typically 100-1000)

● An algorithm used most frequently:
AdaBoost (Freund & Schapire 1996 –
Gödel prize)

● Classify the events by “voting” by all the
trees.

–
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Example: apply BDT to the “chessboard”
data
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Exercise 3 from our course
Entries 392

Selection using cuts:
mu_like>0.85
abs(DeltaZ) < 0.002
abs(deltaPhi) > 2.5
PT1 + pT2 > 15

Selection using Boosted Decision
Trees:
●
BDT > 0.1915

●
●
●
●
●

12.07.2018
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Neural networks
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● At the input of each node a weighted sum of inputs is
given. It is transformed by the activation function
(typically sigmoid) and later send to the output.
● How to train the multilayer network? How to tune the
weights in the hidden layers? This problem was
unsolved for a long time...
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Machine Learning and Deep Learning
● Traditional ML (BDT, NN etc) – the scientist finds good, well discriminating
variables (~10), called “features”, and performs classification using them as
inputs for the ML algorithm.
● Deep Learning – thousands or millions of input variables (like pixels of
a photo), the features are automagically extracted during training.
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Deeper network?

Traditional Neural Networks have one or two hidden
layers.

Deep Neural Network: a stack of sequentially trained
auto encoders, which recognize different features
(more complicated in each layer) and automatically
prepare a new representation of data. This is how our
brains are organized.
But how to train such a stack?

http://www.andreykurenkov.com/writing/a-brief-history-of-neural-nets-and-deep-learning-part-4/
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Training with a brute force
● In 20101 a deep neural network was trained to classify the handwritten digits
in the MNIST2 data set, which comprises 60,000 28 × 28 = 784 pixel images
for training and 10,000 images for testing.
● Authors have shown that a plain DNN with architecture (784, 2500, 2000,
1500, 1000, 500, 10 – HUGE!!!), trained using standard stochastic gradient
descent (Minuit on steroids!), outperformed all other methods that had been
applied to the MNIST data set as of 2010. The error rate of this ∼12 million 12 million
parameter DNN was 35 images out of 10,000.
The training images were randomly and slightly deformed before every
training epoch. The entire set of 60,000 undeformed images could be
used as the validation set during training, since none were used as
training data.

Cireşan DC, Meier U, Gambardella LM, Schmidhuber J. ,Deep, big, simple neural nets for handwritten
digit recognition. Neural Comput. 2010 Dec; 22 (12): 3207-20.
2
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
1
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Deep NN – feature extraction
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Automated physicist?
● Use of deep neural network to extract H->ττ and SUSY signals in simulated
CMS data1,2.

P. Baldi, P. Sadowski, D. Whiteson, Searching for Exotic Particles in High-Energy Physics
with Deep Learning, Nature Commun. 5 (2014) 4308
2
P. Baldi, P. Sadowski, D. Whiteson, Enhanced Higgs Boson to ττ Search with Deep
Learning, PRL 114, 111801 (2015)
1
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H->τ τ searchsτ τ searchs
● Low-level variables – 22, here just few are shown
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Higgs search
● Physicists have built 7 well discriminating high-level variables (derived from
22 low level variables).
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Higgs searches

Low level – 22 variables
High level – 7 variables

● Data: 2 600 000 events for training,
100 000 for validation
● Deep NN: 5 layers, 300 nodes in
each layer, fully connected

doi:10.1038/ncomms5308
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Deep Neural Network
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Use of Deep Neural Network

Deep NN – even
better selection

Selection using Deep NN (low level
variables):

Selection using Boosted Decision
Trees:
●
BDT > 0.1915

●
●
●
●
●

●

Variables used:
Preselection: mu_like>0.5
mu_like1, mu_like2
Pt1,Pt2
deltaZ
deltaPhi
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Variables used:
Preselection: mu_like>0.5
mu_like1, mu_like2
px1, py1, pz1
px2, py2, pz2
x1, y1, z1
x2, y2, z2
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Roc curves
High level
variables

Low level
variables

Selection using Boosted Decision
Trees:

●
●
●
●
●

Selection using Deep NN (low level
variables):

Variables used:
Preselection: mu_like>0.5
mu_like1, mu_like2
Pt1,Pt2
deltaZ
deltaPhi

●
●
●
●
●
●
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Variables used:
Preselection: mu_like>0.5
mu_like1, mu_like2
px1, py1, pz1
px2, py2, pz2
x1, y1, z1
x2, y2, z2
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Convolutional NN
for pattern recognition

Many connections… How to simplify the deep
neural network?
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Convolutional NN

Just connect only local areas, for
example 10x10 pixels.
Huge reduction of the number of
parameters!
The same features might be found in
different places => so we could train
many filters, each recognizing another
feature, and move them over the
picture.
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Example of pattern recognition
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Quick test of hand-writing recognition
MNIST database of hand-written digits.

● With CNN I got after a short
(<1 hour) training an error rate of
0.8%

● CNN geometry (small comparing to
the winning nets):

Best results (Wikipedia):
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CNNs – quark-gluon jet classification
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-017

“The image-based approach described in this note is a promising
avenue for future research to confront a variety of tagging challenges.”
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Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs)
● GANs were introduced Ian Goodfellow and others in 2014 . Yann LeCun
called adversarial training “the most interesting idea in the last 10 years in
ML.” https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
● GANs’ can learn to mimic any distribution of data. They can be taught to
create worlds similar to our own in any domain: images, music, speech,
prose. They are robot artists!
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How do GANs work?
● Discriminative algorithms - classify input data; given the features, they
predict a label or category to which that data belongs (signal or background)
● Generative algorithms – do the opposite, assuming the event is signal, how
likely are these features?
● Another way to distinguish discriminative from generative like this:
– Discriminative models learn the boundary between classes
– Generative models model the distribution of individual classes
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Blind forger and detective

The forger has never seen Mona Lisa, but gets the judgments of detective
and tries to fool him (i.e. paint something that looks like Mona Lisa).
They both (forger and detective) have to train in parallel (important), since if
detective is to clever the forger will never paint anything acceptable.
12.07.2018
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GANs example – hand-written digits

● Training set – MNIST: hand-written digits supplied by US post.
● Discriminator – convolutional neural network labeling images as real or fake.
● Generator - inverse convolutional network (while a standard convolutional
classifier takes an image and downsamples it to produce a probability, the
generator takes a vector of random noise and upsamples it to an image).
Implementation: Python code using Keras interface and TensorFlow backend.
12.07.2018
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400 cycles

2400 cycles

800 cycles

1200 cycles

8000 cycles

19900 cycles

Each cycle digits look more and more realistic.
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Could GANs be useful in physics?
Example - GANs can be used to speed up the Monte Carlo simulation
● LHCb project – speed up calorimeter simulation

Reasonable reproduction of jet
parameters, but still a lot of work to be
done.
https://indico.cern.ch/event/668017/contributions/2947021/attachments/1629774/2597329/IML_18_Zakharov.pdf
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Wasserstein GANs in HEP
(modification of GANs)
● Conditional Wasserstein GANs for fast simulation of electromagnetic showers
in a CMS HGCAL prototype.
– O(1000) faster simulation! Still work to be done…

● Pierre Auger experiment – refinement
of the simulation to fit better to the data

https://indico.cern.ch/event/668017/contributions/2947033/attachments/1629594/2597027/WGAN_JointTalk.pdf
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Conclusions
● Many new methods were developed recently.
● Machine Learning approach becomes to be used
not only for classification, but also for other tasks
(Monte Carlo simulation, tracking etc).
● Advanced ML techniques have wider applications
within HEP community.

Deep NN artist production
http://deepart.io
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Backup slides
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Pooling
Pooling – (in most cases max
pooling) the group of outputs for a
larger input area is replaced by a
maximum (or average) for this given
area:
●
Data reduction,
●
Lower sensitivity for the position of a
given feature.
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What does BDT mean???

● BDT – Boosted Decision Tree:
– Decision Tree – an algorithm know for a long time, used in most of the
expert systems. For example, the first aid manual is frequently written in
the form of a decision tree: if (condition) do something, else do something
different, then check another condition...
– Boosted - a method of joining many weak classifiers in an ensemble to
get one strong classifiers. It is not limited to decision trees, however with
them it is most commonly used.
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Decision trees
● Decision tree – a series of cuts, each „leaf” (A,B,C,D,E) has a label, for
example ”signal” and “background”.

● Easy in visualization and interpretation
● Resistant for outliers.
● Weak variables are ignored.
● Fast training and classification.
● Unfortunately: sensitive for fluctuations, unstable.
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Building the tree
● We start from the root.
● We divide the traing sample by the
best separating cut on the best
variable.
● We repeat the procedure until the
stopping conditions are fulfilled, for
example: number of leafs, number
of events in a leaf etc.
● The ratio S/B in a leaf defines the
classification (binary signal or
background, or a real number giving
the probability, that a given event is
a signal).

Definitions of separation:
● Gini inpurity: (Corrado Gini 1912,
invented the Gini index used to measure
the inequality of incomes)

p (1-p) : p= P(signal), purity
● Cross-entropy:
-(p ln p + (1-p)ln(1-p))
● Missidentification:
1-max(p,1-p)
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Training a Deep Neural Network
● In the early 2000s, attempts to train deep neural networks were frustrated by
the apparent failure of the well known back-propagation algorithms
(backpropagation, gradient descent). Many researchers claimed NN are
gone, only Support Vector Machines and Boosted Decision Trees should be
used!
● In 2006, Hinton, Osindero and Teh1 first time succeeded in training a deep
neural network by first initializing its parameters sequentially, layer by layer.
Each layer was trained to produce a representation of its inputs that served
as the training data for the next layer. Then the network was tweaked using
gradient descent (standard algorithm).
● There was a common belief that Deep NN training requires careful
initialization of parameters and sophisticated machine learning
algorithms.
1

Hinton, G. E., Osindero, S. and Teh, Y., A fast learning algorithm for deep belief nets, Neural Computation 18,
1527-1554.
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Example of ongoing CNN effort
ATLAS search for R-parity-violating SUSY gluino decays

From ATLAS-CONF-2016-057:

Analysis from ATLAS-CONF-2016-057 used as a benchmark
AntiKt R=1.0 trimmed
algorithm used in the
standard analysis.
CNN outperforms other ML classifiers

https://indico.cern.ch/event/567550/contributions/2629673/attachments/1510135/2355667/ACAT-DeepNetworksForPhysicsAnalysis-1.pptx
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How could we get rid of Monte Carlo?
● The Monte Carlo simulation used for training Machine Learning methods
always differs to some extend from data.
● So, the best would be to train algorithms on data…
● … => towards unsupervised learning?
● … or maybe only weakly supervised?

Unsupervised learning:
No training datasets are provided, the data is clustered into different classes
based on similarity.
12.07.2018
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Weakly Supervised Classification
● A new approach in Machine Learning: weakly supervised classification in
which class proportions are the only input into the machine learning
algorithm.
● Quark versus gluon tagging - weakly supervised classification can match
the performance of fully supervised algorithms.
● By design, the new algorithm is insensitive of MC mis-modelling – trained on
data.
● Problem: we have to
find in data what is the
proportion of gluon and
quark jets.
● Maybe template fits in
one/some variable/s
using again MC?

arXiv:1702.00414
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Learning from Data
Classification w/o Labeling
● A step even further is
classification w/o labeling
(CWoLa)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.02949
● A classifier is trained to
distinguish sample 1 from
sample 2, which are mixtures of
signal and background with
different (and unknown)
fractions.
● Such a classifier is optimal for
distinguishing signal from
background
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What about many tracks?
● For many tracks per event add Long-Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) network at the end
● The memory cell updates to focus on a new track in
the image
● LSTMs are recurrent neural networks that model long
term dependencies in sequence data by carrying
memory
– Produce a sequence
of outputs
– Finds multi-tracks
at once

http://www.asimovinstitute.org/neural-network-zoo/
1

https://doi.org/10.1162/neco.1997.9.8.1735
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Adversarial Neural Network
● ANN is combination of two regular NNs
● L = L(classifier)-λL(adversary), where λ is a hyper-parameter
● The adversary function explicitly penalizes the classifier for using
information from certain (poorly modeled) variables.

arXiv:1611.01046
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Toy example with Adversarial NN
● Most classifiers we use are trained with
nominal values of systematics nuisance
parameters
● Some might be poorly modeled in MC.
● These classifiers have dependence on these
nuisance parameters and are sub-optimal for
real data (top plot – dependence of classifier on
parameter Z).
● ANN can mitigate the classifier dependence on
the nuisance parameter (bottom plot).

Toy example: distinguish two 2D Gaussians,
the parameter Z is a shift between their centers.
arXiv:1611.01046
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Deep Learning for tracking
● Current ATLAS tracking approach:
– Track seeding: using combinatorial search
– Track building: using combinatorial Kalman Filter
(is the most time consuming part)
– Track fitting: final parameter estimation
● The High-Luminosity LHC will increase the
number of charged particles and the detector
occupancy
– Will increase the collisions per crossing up to
200
– Traditional tracking algorithms scale at least
quadratically with increasing detector occupancy
– Tracking algorithms will need to run faster and in
parallel
The HEP.TrkX Project: Deep Learning for Particle Tracking
A. Tsaris, ACAT 2017
https://indico.cern.ch/event/567550/contributions/2629737/attachments/1511334/2357008/acat_heptrkX.pdf
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Tracking with Convolutional NN
End to End Approach for Predicting Track
Parameters
● Target directly on parameter prediction (slope &
intercept in this case)
● Example: single track with large noise

The HEP.TrkX Project: Deep Learning for Particle Tracking
A. Tsaris, ACAT 2017
https://indico.cern.ch/event/567550/contributions/2629737/attachments/1511334/2357008/acat_heptrkX.pdf
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